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The Emerging Web3 Changes Everything
Over 5 billion of us connect to the Web every day. We use Digital Platforms daily for
almost every single aspect of our lives. Including connecting with one another,
ordering food, paying our bills, shopping, traveling, managing our health, learning new
skills, playing games and so much more.

All these Digital Experiences are integral to our lives. The Internet has made it so that
our Digital Lives and our Real Lives are intricately interconnected. When you send
money to your friend via your digital banking app, is that a digital experience or a
“real” experience? It’s both, isn’t it?

Web3 is the new version of the Internet. And it makes new types of Digital
Experiences possible. New Web3 Digital Experiences that were simply not possible
before. That means that every single aspect of our lives is about to be impacted
dramatically. The way we experience life is about to change.
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Why Web3 Matters A Lot
The type of Digital Experiences that Web3 makes possible are very different from
what we’ve known so far in our Digital Lives. With Web3, we will be in control of
everything online. Imagine that for a minute. Imagine yourself at the center of all your
Digital Experiences. You truly being in the driver’s seat online.
Web3 flips the dynamic between users and platforms. Right now, Digital Platforms
really use us when you think about it. Meaning, we are the product and the platform is
the user. If we don’t create the content on these Web2 Platforms, they would simply
cease to exist. They use us in the sense that they get us to create content so that they
can learn about our behavior. They then sell businesses access to our data. These in
turn sell us their products and services based on our tracked behavior. Web3 flips this
dynamic on its head by making sure we are in charge of our own data and we
completely own our content. And that we have secure access to it. We truly become
users in Web3, instead of being used.
And when these Web2 Platforms grow and reach multi-billion dollar valuations, where
does that leave us? The top contributors on any platform are compensated extremely
unfairly. With Web3 we become stakeholders and have a say in what the platforms do,
how they do it and why they do it. And that means we also become economic
beneficiaries thanks to our stake in Web3 Platforms, allowing us to be compensated
fairly for all our contributions.
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The Carmel Web3 Platform Dream
Carmel is all about enabling us to Take Back Our Digital Lives and wake us up
from the Web2 Platform Nightmare. With Web3 Platforms, we’re finally in charge of
our Digital Lives. These Web3 Platform will be smaller, niched, independent as well as
community-owned & operated, with their own interconnected but self-governed
economies. A Web3 Platform empowers its community with the experience of
freedom, creativity and openness in their Digital Lives.

From:

To:

The Nightmare: Web2 Platforms

The Dream: Web3 Platforms

✖ Data Selling

➟

✔ Data Ownership

✖ Invasive Tracking

➟

✔ Zero Tracking

✖ Corporate Censorship

➟

✔ Community Governance

✖ Account Deplatforming

➟

✔ Always Online
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Meet the Heroes of the Carmel Story
Carmel helps Business Owners to collaborate with Professional and Aspiring
Developers in creating Web3 Platforms that help millions of people take their
Digital Lives back and experience the freedom, creativity and openness we all
deserve.

Alice
The Business Owner
Carmel Helps Business Owners like Alice,
become Web3 Owners

Bob
The Professional Developer
Carmel Helps Professional Developers like
Bob, become Web3 Builders

Chris
The Aspiring Developer
Carmel Helps Aspiring Developers like Chris,
become Web3 Learners
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The Web3 Innovation Marketplace
Carmel is a marketplace that is constructed as a Digital Nation comprising Cities
and Villages. Cities being Web3 Platforms owned by communities of individuals that
share common values. And Villages being Web3 Teams of developers & learners
providing services to Cities. Citizens hire Villagers to develop their Cities by building
Carmel Properties such as Web3 apps, websites and games.

Web3 Owners
Be
Free
Be
Creative
Be
Open

Web3 Developers

Web3 Learners

Own your data and your own platform.

Launch your own tech startup.

Learn and grow at your own pace.

Bye bye de-platforming.

Hello entrepreneurship.

Take your time.

Build and support projects you believe in.

Add value to projects you like.

Build real stuff people love using.

Forget weird algorithms.

Put your heart into it.

No more grunt work.

Publish and say what you wanna say.

Share your development journey.

Collaborate with others and grow.

No centralized censorship.

Build a cool reputation.

Competition is overrated.
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The Carmel Owning Experience
Owning in Carmel primarily means owning Digital Properties. The Carmel Owning
Experience is Responsible, Artisanal and Social.

Anyone can be an owner in Carmel but the owning
experience is primarily designed for Business
Owners like Alice.

Responsible
✔ Owners approve content, features and quests for their Properties.
✔ Payments are also approved by the Owners at their discretion.
✔ Owners can also participate in City Councils to govern entire Cities.
Artisanal
✔ Business Owners are involved in the creative process of Quests.
✔ They drive the conversation on what should be developed.
✔ Owners initiate all the important business questions during the building process.
Social
✔ City Councils allow groups of Owners to govern together.
✔ Owners join in staking Gems for partial ownership of Properties.
✔ Owners receive future royalties on all the Artifacts they commission.
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The Carmel Building Experience
Building in Carmel means developing Digital Properties, primarily. The Carmel
Building Experience is Personal, Fulfilling and Transparent.

Carmel allows anyone to build but the building
experience is optimized mainly for Professional
Developers like Bob.

Personal
✔ Developers make individual contributions on their own time.
✔ Every individual contribution counts towards collecting personal XP.
✔ Developers receive personal proof of ownership of created artifacts.
Fulfilling
✔ Work is team-based, making it more fulfilling than working alone.
✔ Developers can freely choose to work on projects they believe in.
✔ Developers get paid for contributions but can also earn royalties.
Transparent
✔ All the artifacts created are Open Source by default.
✔ Every contribution is recorded and tracked openly.
✔ Earnings including royalties are fairly and openly shared.
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The Carmel Learning Experience
Learning in Carmel means taking Courses & Challenges and tweaking Properties. The
Carmel Learning Experience is Accessible, Personalized and Collaborative.

Although anyone can learn in Carmel, learning is
primarily oriented towards Aspiring Developers
like Chris.

Accessible
✔ Access to the Carmel Academy is free forever.
✔ Courses are curated for easy-of-learning.
✔ Challenges engage learners’ innate Fluid Intelligence.
Personalized
✔ Learners choose their own custom learning path.
✔ Continuous learning unlocks personal achievements.
✔ Each learner builds a personal profile of skills and knowledge.
Collaborative
✔ Members create courses and challenges for each other.
✔ Senior developers mentor beginners.
✔ Helpers create teams where they help one another grow.
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Carmel Cities As Web3 Platforms
A Carmel City is a Web3 Platform hosted in a peer-to-peer network. Each node in the
network is operated by a Citizen of that City. Meaning, the entire City is operated by
its own community of Citizens.

A City is first established by a Business Owner
like Alice to give her community the freedom,

creativity and openness of a Web3 Platform.

Carmel City Benefits

Founding a City requires a Carmel Shield

✔ Data Ownership

✔ Blockchain Data

✔ Secure Access

✔ Zero Tracking

✔ Decentralized Storage

✔ Encrypted Messaging

✔ Community Governance

✔ Self-Moderation

✔ Permission Management

✔ Always Online

✔ P2P Networking

✔ Community Hosting

✔ Stakeholder Economy

✔ Community Tokens

✔ NFT Assets
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Life As A Carmel Citizen
Each Carmel City has its own Constitution that determines
the Citizenship Requirements. Joining a City as Citizen can
happen in one of two ways. A new Citizen can join when
their citizenship request gets approved. Or when they get
invited to join. Each City reserves the right to approve or
disapprove citizenship requests as they see fit, according to
their Constitution. Citizens need a Carmel Membership Card to join Cities.
Carmel Citizen Privileges
✔ Content Publishing
The content requires approval and once approved it
gets stored on the City Platform.

✔ City Governance
Depending on membership level and accumulated
experience, Citizens can vote and propose issues.

✔ Secure Storage
Each Citizen has their own Secure File Vault where
they can store files hosted by the City.

✔ Property Creation
Any Citizen can create a new Carmel Property in the
City, pending City approval.

✔ Encrypted Messaging
Citizens also have access to private City discussion
channels where they send and receive messages.

✔ Quest Creation
Citizens can create new Quests for Properties, whether
they own the Property or not.

✔ Gems Staking
Citizens can choose to support their favorite City
Properties by staking Gems to those Properties.

✔ Property Royalties
Any Citizen with a Property Stake in the forms of
Gems is eligible to earn Property Royalties.
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The Carmel Property Lifecycle
Carmel Properties are Web3 apps, games, websites or any other digital property
such as an ebook or even an online course.

A City Property is created by a Citizen like Alice
to add value to her community. Properties can be
created by any Citizen, not just the City Founder.

Property Features
✔ Property Management

Property Owners have access to a private Property Management portal where
they can administer their Property as they see fit.

✔ Code Repository

Each Property gets a source code repository where contributors can submit
code and collaborate on reviewing contributions and.

✔ Continuous Integration

Every time code contributions are submitted, the property is automatically
repackaged and ready to be redeployed with the latest changes.

✔ Continuous Deployment

Properties are deployed automatically every time changes are added to the
source code, so that they can immediately be previewed.

✔ Property Hosting

The Properties are hosted on their respective City Platform and use up
storage and resources based on their usage requirements.
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Hosting Properties on Carmel Lands
Carmel Properties are hosted on Hosting Lands that provide access to the underlying
City Infrastructure. Lands powerup Properties with storage, computing and
network capabilities, all operated by the community-owned network of
peer-to-peer nodes.
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Becoming a Property Stakeholder
Citizens can choose to claim a stake to their favorite City Properties. A Property
Stake in a Property represents an individual Citizen’s support for that particular
Property. Once the Property becomes operational, stakeholders earn a share in the
Property Revenue. To become a Property Stakeholder, a Citizen stakes one or more
Carmel Gems to the Property Land. The Property owner uses the funds for
Development Quests.
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Commissioning Development Quests
Citizens have a vested interest in developing their Cities. A City develops when its
Citizens create and develop City Properties. To add value to a Property, Citizens
commission Property Quests. A Quest represents work to be done on a Property.
A Property Quest can be commissioned by any
Citizen like Alice to add value to the Property.
Properties can be created by any Citizen.

Citizens and Villagers collaborate on Quests. When a Quest is completed, the Citizens
pay the Villagers for the effort. They all keep a stake in the artifacts created during
the Quest, from which they all earn future royalties when reused in other Properties.
Citizens hire Villagers like Bob and Chris to
work on Quests and to develop new functionality as
required.
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The Carmel Token Economy
The Carmel Economy is powered by Utility-First Fungible and Non-Fungible Tokens.
The Carmel Token is a fungible token used to vote on issues, to stake and to perform
payments. There are also 4 Carmel Non-Fungible Tokens used to manage
subscriptions, Cities & Villages, properties and quests. Cities can also issue their own
Fungible and Non-Fungible Tokens to manage access to the City and to Properties.
Governance Token

Utility: governance and rewards

Payment Credits

Utility: staking and payments

Access Cards

Utility: manage personal accounts

Governance Shields

Utility: govern Cities and Villages

Property Land

Utility: enables Properties to access infrastructure resources such as storage

Quest Gems

Utility: can be funded and staked to Properties

Community Tokens

Utility: issued by Cities to manage City and Properties access
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How The Carmel Economy Works
The Carmel Token Economy involves a number of actors. In addition to the primary

heroes of the Carmel Story, Alice, Bob and Chris - the economy includes several other
stakeholders. David the Network Operator, Eric the Land Owner, Fiona the
Property Owner,

Gloria the Property Stakeholder and

Harry the

Technical Consultant.

Any Carmel Card holder at Level 50+ is eligible to establish a
brand new City and become a City Founder.

Alice establishes a brand new City
1. Alice wants to establish a new City called “Alice’s World”.
2. She is eligible to do so because she is a Carmel Card Holder at Level 51.
3. First, she is required to stake 1 Carmel Shield, 100K Carmel Tokens and 7 Lands.
4. If she doesn’t own a Shield, Carmel Tokens or Lands, she needs to purchase them first.
5. As soon as she stakes the Shield, Carmel Tokens and Lands, the City is established.
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6. As of now, Alice acts as the City Founder of the newly founded “Alice’s World” City.

Alice sets up the City Council
1. Alice can now invite any Carmel Card holder to become a City Citizen.
2. Carmel Card holders can also request to join, pending Alice’s approval.
3. City Council members draft the City Constitution and are in charge of the City Treasury.
The City grows its Treasury by adding 10% Tax on all City Revenue.

Any “Alice’s World” Citizen at Level 30+ can become a City
Network Operator.

David becomes a City Network Operator
1. David installs a Carmel Node and connects it to the “Alice’s World” City Network.
2. He becomes a City Network Operator and handles the cost of running his Node.
3. To add a new Node to the City Network, City Council approval is required.
4. The City Network offers the infrastructure required for the City to function.
The City Network Operators earn Carmel Token Rewards for operating the City Network.
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Any “Alice’s World” Citizen who owns Carmel Land can stake their
Land to the City & become a City Land Owner.

Eric stakes Land to the City
1. Eric owns Carmel Land and decides to stake his Land to the City.
2. As soon as Land is staked, it receives access to City Network infrastructure.
3. Staked City Lands have the ability to use storage, compute and networking resources.
4. A Land is used to host Digital Properties such as websites, apps and games.
5. The more staked Land the City has, the more Digital Properties it can host.
6. The staked City Lands share the City Network resources and use them as needed.
7. Eric receives an income on his Land by renting it out to Property Owners to host Properties.
The City Land Owners earn Carmel Token Rewards for renting their Land.
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Any “Alice’s World” Citizen at Level 30+ can become a City
Property Owner.

Fiona creates a City Property
1. Fiona wants to add new value to “Alice’s World” and she decides to create a new Property.
2. She is required to stake 10K Carmel Tokens and she also requires at least 1 City Land.
3. She has the Carmel Tokens but not the Land so she rents it from Eric.
4. Fiona creates the property using an Online Store Property Template.
5. She calls it “Fiona’s Vintage Books” and she chooses a champagne colored theme.
6. She is now ready to develop her Property and galvanize support for it.
7. Fiona’s objective is to create a revenue generating Property by charging for access to it.
8. Fiona uses Carmel Tokens and Carmel Credits to charge for access to her Property.
Fiona earns Carmel Tokens & Credits as revenue from her Property Customers.
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Any Carmel Card holder can support Properties and become a
Property Stakeholder by staking Gems to those Properties.

Gloria becomes a Property Stakeholder
1. Fiona promotes her new online Web3 bookstore inside and outside “Alice’s World” City.
2. People love her idea of advancing the “Alice’s World” City and they decide to support her.
3. A few “Alice’s World” Citizens join her and a few other Citizens from other Carmel Cities.
4. Gloria is one of the “Fiona’s Vintage Books” supporters.
5. She does not have Gems so she purchases them first.
6. Then she tops those Gems up with Carmel Tokens and with Carmel Credits.
7. Finally, she stakes the topped-up Gems to the “Fiona’s Vintage Books” Property.
7. Carmel Credits are worth $1.00 USD each.
8. “Fiona’s Vintage Books” now has several stakeholders and is funded.
Fiona’s Property Stakeholders like Gloria earn a share of the Property Revenue.
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Any Property Stakeholder can commission a new Property Quest as
a means to demand new functionality for that Property.

Gloria commissions a new Property Quest
1. Gloria thinks “Fiona’s Vintage Books” could use a more user-friendly checkout.
3. So she decides to create a new “Fiona’s Vintage Books” Property Quest.
4. Fiona agrees and the two of them start collaborating on that Quest.
5. They each add comments and discuss different ideas about the new checkout feature.
6. They agree on what they want but they now need to bring in a Technical Consultant.
7. They look for a Carmel Certified Technical Consultant from one of the Carmel Villages.
8. They find one and they hire him to be the Lead Technical Consultant on this Quest.
Gloria and Fiona will pay for the Quest with the funds from their Staked Gems.
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Carmel Certified Technical Consultants who are part of Carmel
Villages, get hired as Lead Technical Consultants on Property Quests.

Harry joins as the Lead Technical Consultant on the Property Quest
1. Harry is approached by Gloria and Fiona from the “Fiona’s Vintage Books” Property.
2. He is added to the Quest conversation and agrees to join as the Lead Technical Consultant.
3. Harry begins by creating a Quest Technical Specification for the Property.
4. He follows a Carmel Standard to write the Specification, as per his Certification Training.
5. In the Specification, he includes an initial Quote for the effort required to implement the Quest.
6. He then helps Gloria and Fiona to identify the right Village to take on the development work.
7. Harry can recommend his teammates from his own Village or another Village.
Harry gets paid for Consulting in Carmel Tokens and Credits when the Quest is completed.
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Certified Carmel Developers and Apprentices from Carmel
Villages, get hired as Developers on Property Quests.

Bob and Chris join as Developers on the Property Quest
1. Harry recommends the “Carbon Labs” Village to work on the Property Quest.
2. The Village management team decides to assign Bob, as the Development Lead on the Quest.
3. Bob also brings along Chris, as his Apprentice, on the Quest.
4. Bob and Chris are added to the Quest and start implementing the functionality.
5. They follow the Quest Technical Specification created by Harry.
6. They make code changes and they also create reusable Chunks of code.
7. These are also specified in Harry’s Specification and are submitted to the Carmel Store.
8. When the work is done, Bob submits a Preview of the Checkout functionality.
9. Fiona and Gloria love it and Harry reviews the code and finds it acceptable.
10. The Quest is deemed finished and a new version of “Fiona’s Vintage Books” is published.
Fiona and Gloria release the funds from their staked Gems to pay Harry, Bob and Chris.
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Fiona, Gloria, Harry, Bob and Chris will also earn royalties when the created Chunks will get licensed.
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Carmel Membership Cards
Carmel Members start their Carmel Journey by getting a free Carmel Resident
Card. They do so by participating in Periodic Free Minting Events or by
purchasing Resident Cards from secondary markets like OpenSea. Residents can
upgrade to a Citizen Card or a Governor Card by Staking Carmel Credits.
Resident Card

Citizen Card

Governor Card

Build Your Profile

Resident Profile

Citizen Profile

Governor Profile

Join Cities

Resident Area

Citizen Area

Governor Area

Use City Properties

Resident Access

Citizen Access

Governor Access

Join Discussions

Resident Channels

Citizen Channels

Governor Channels

Publish Stories

Resident Stories

Citizen Stories

Governor Stories

Store Files

Resident Drive

Citizen Drive

Governor Drive

Social Media Backups

✖

✔

✔

Manage Properties

✖

✔

✔

Manage Quests

✖

✔

✔

Vote on City Issues

✖

✔

✔

Establish Villages

✖

✖

✔

Establish Cities

✖

✖

✔

Join City Councils

✖

✖

✔

Free Forever

29 Credits / Month

99 Credits / Month
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carmel.io
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